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Abstract

This paper describes the submission of the
TALP-UPC team to the Problem List Summa-
rization task from the BioNLP 2023 workshop.
This task consists of automatically extracting
a list of health issues from the e-health medi-
cal record of a given patient. Our submission
combines additional steps of data annotation
with finetuning of BERT pre-trained language
models. Our experiments focus on the impact
of finetuning on different datasets as well as
the addition of data augmentation techniques
to delay overfitting.

1 Introduction

Healthcare is a vital sector in our society, playing
a crucial role in both the prevention and treatment
of diseases for the general population. In addition,
healthcare workers often face large workloads due
to the number of patients and emergencies that may
occur during their shifts. Therefore, finding ways
to automate their most repetitive tasks is worth ex-
ploring with AI system. With the addition of these
systems, healthcare workers could reduce their cog-
nitive load while at the same time providing better
care and diagnosis to their patients. With these
objectives in mind, this shared task aims to develop
systems able to summarize medical health records.
Healthcare workers collect daily notes on the treat-
ment of patients, which are stored in electronic
eHealth records. The summarizer must be able to
extract the most relevant health issues from these
records.

One of the main difficulties when creating these
systems is the lack of available annotated data.
Medical records are sensible material requiring a
thorough revision in order to ensure the privacy
of the patients, which implies some degree of hu-
man supervision. As a result of these steps, these
datasets are usually expensive to create and include
a limited number of examples. A popular approach
for these tasks is resorting to recent NLP techniques

such as Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) that
allow working with large text context as well as
pre-trained language models such as BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) that allow models to benefit from
transfer learning from large corpora for several lan-
guages.

In this paper, we present our submission to the
shared task of problem list summarization of the
BioNLP 2023 workshop. The main contributions
of our system are:

• Data preparation and annotation of the pro-
vided data to achieve consistent labeling be-
tween all corpora employed.

• Experimentation on the impact of BERT fine-
tuning on different corpora and domains.

• Experimentation of different amounts of data
augmentation and their impact on the results.

All code use for the this work
is available at the following link:
https://github.com/NeilTorrero/BioNLP.

2 Related Work

In this section, we introduce the general concepts
of Named-Entity-Recognition (NER) as well as
previous methods based on pre-trained language
models and data augmentation to fine-tune them on
limited amounts of data.

2.1 End-to-End NER

Named entities can be defined as nouns and comple-
ments that define an entity in a text. Such entities
can be further classified as locations, people, or
as in the case of our system, diseases name. The
task of automatically extracting these entities is
called Named-Entity-Recognition (NER). Systems
usually approach this task as a sequence labeling
task following the BIO tagging schema (Ramshaw
and Marcus, 1995). In this schema, all tokens are
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tagged as either Beginning of an entity (B), Inside
of an entity (I), or Outside of an entity (O). These
tags can also be enriched to describe the entity’s
type. One drawback of this schema is that it pro-
duces significantly unbalanced sequences, as most
of the tokens in a sentence do not belong to a named
entity and are consequently tagged as O.

Several works have proposed methods to ad-
dress NER using deep learning techniques. Ham-
merton (2003) proposed using LSTM (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) to perform sequence la-
beling based on contextual token representations.
Similarly, Collobert et al. (2011) proposed an ap-
proach based on CNN (LeCun et al., 1989). A
common trait of these architectures is labeling each
token independently without considering the se-
quence of labels already produced. To overcome
this issue, Lample et al. (2016) proposed using
LSTM+CRF, bridging contextual representations
with a sequence decoding algorithm that considers
the already decoded path.

2.2 Pre-trained Language Models
With the surge of pre-trained models such as
ELMO (Peters et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) or RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). These ar-
chitectures consist of a pre-training step on large
unannotated corpora, allowing them to learn con-
textual representations that can be applied to other
tasks, such as NER. The most common approach is
fine-tuning, where the pre-trainied model’s weights
are frozen, and only the last linear layer, or classifi-
cation head, is trained to ensure knowledge trans-
fer without catastrophic forgetting of the model’s
original representation space. The main advantage
of this approach is creating systems that benefit
from transfer learning from pre-training on a large
dataset when training on a smaller task dataset that
can be several orders of magnitude smaller.

2.3 Data Augmentation
Another way of seeking better performance from
a small corpus is data augmentation. This tech-
nique transforms the input data, creating different
perspectives and allowing the model to learn new
patterns from the same data. Another benefit of this
technique is delaying over-fitting, as the different
transformations prevent the model from memoriz-
ing the training data easily. Popular approaches to
this method include randomly swapping or delet-
ing tokens from the sentence, synonym substitu-
tion, and token masking (Lewis et al., 2020). These

methods have in common that by modifying the
sentence, systems have to use information from
the context instead of individual tokens, leading
to systems that better represent the context infor-
mation and are less dependent on the positional
information.

3 Methodology

Inspecting the MIMIC dataset, we can observe that
most of the example’s ground truths follow the
same pattern. We have a list of diagnoses split by
; without connectors or additional information for
each example. In order to generate a summary that
follows these ground truths, we propose a system
based on BIO tagging using two additional corpora
and a Fine-tuning step based on BERT. Then we
process the inputs of the patient’s treatment notes
to extract the keywords and transform them into
the expected test format.

3.1 Data processing

Figure 1 shows an example of the data prepro-
cessing and annotation used in our experiments.
The first thing we noticed when working with the
MIMIC dataset was the presence of special char-
acters such as [** Know Last Patient Name **] to
anonymize sentences that include sensitive data. In
order to work with English grammatical sentences,
those tags were removed from the sentences.

Sentence: Mr. [**Known lastname 4385**] is a 37 yo
male with lower GI bleed in setting of active UC flare.
Remove Anonymization: Mr. Known lastname is a 37
yo male with lower GI bleed in setting of active UC flare.

Tokenized: ’mr’, ’.’, ’known’, ’lastname’, ’is’, ’a’, ’37’,
’yo’, ’male’, ’with’, ’lower’, ’gi’, ’bleed’, ’in’, ’setting’,
’of’, ’active’, ’uc’, ’flare’, ’.’

Annotation: ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’,
’O’, ’B’, ’I’, ’I’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B’, ’I’, ’O’

Figure 1: Example of annotation from the MIMIC cor-
pus

Input data is divided into three columns: As-
sessment, Subjective Sections, and Objective Sec-
tions. Upon reviewing the various examples and
comparing them to the ground truth summary, we
concluded that the first two columns contained the
majority of the information. In contrast, the latter
column primarily consisted of measurements and
symptom checklists indicating whether the patient
exhibited them. Therefore, we decided to skip this
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column, significantly reducing the input context
length. Other modifications tested were training on
each section individually or concatenated together
into a single input. We also performed experiments
using individual and concatenated sections to in-
crease the number of examples.

After cleaning, to make the MIMIC notes work
for token classification, each of the examples had
their inputs divided into tokens and added a label
for each of them following the same format as the
others with the BIO schema. Sentences were manu-
ally labeled to match the list of terms in the ground
truth summary by selecting the words in the differ-
ent columns. A tool was developed 1 to create and
revise annotations graphically, which sped up the
process significantly.

3.2 Model Fine-tuning

The following step of our submission is the training
of the NER classifier. For all our experiments, we
used BERT as the base of our system and fine-tuned
it for our task.

Data-wise, two different strategies were tested.
First, we tried to fine-tune the model on all the
data available for the task. In this experiment, we
tried to maximize the data available during training.
Second, we tried a two-step fine-tuning strategy.
The BERT model is trained in the first step without
using the MIMIC corpus. The rationale behind this
step is to have a model that can perform the task
without focusing on the evaluation’s domain. In
the second step, we fine-tune the MIMIC data only
to enforce a final model that adapts better to the
specific details of the evaluation.

As the MIMIC corpus is less than 800 sentences
long, we added data augmentation to this second
fine-tuning step to delay over-fitting. We randomly
replace tokens with BERT’s [MASK] token for each
sentence. We tested various probabilities, rang-
ing from 5% to 40% of the input tokens being re-
placed. The labels of the masked tokens remained
unchanged. By applying this step, the model must
attend to the context of the masked tokens to clas-
sify, reducing the dependency on known words or
positional information over the input sequence.

3.3 Post-processing

After fine-tuning the model, we observed a series
of recurrent issues in the outputs resulting from
the format used in both medical notes and labels.

1Available here

We noticed that medical notes usually included the
same problem several times, while the label did
not include repetitions. Another problem was the
differences in using acronyms between notes and
labels. As a result, some diseases correctly identi-
fied in the text were considered wrong by the metric
as the strings did not match. We applied several
post-processing steps to mitigate these issues. We
removed duplicated terms for all outputs, consid-
ering acronyms and partial forms of multi-word
entities. Finally, we concatenated and separated all
entities using the ; delimiter.

4 Experimental Framework

4.1 Datasets

In addition to the notes provided by MIMIC III,
we also employed two additional datasets from the
biomedical domain: NCBI Disease (Doğan et al.,
2014) and BC5CDR (Wei et al., 2016). These con-
tain disease names and concept annotations from
PubMed abstracts and articles- Both corpora are
formatted for NER tasks with BIO tagging.

Dataset Train Val Test
BC5CDR 5228 5330 5865
NCBI 5433 924 941
MIMIC 608 76 76

Table 2: Size and Distribution of datasets

Table 2 shows the number of sentences on all
three corpora. It is worth noting that by incorpo-
rating NCBI and BC5CDR datasets, the available
data increases by an order of magnitude, from 608
examples in the MIMIC dataset to a total training
size of 11269.

4.2 Hyperparameters

Hyperp. NCBI+BC5CDR MIMIC
Batch size 8 8
Epochs 1 3
Learning rate 4.7e-5 5.5e-5
Weight decay 0.125 0.004

Table 3: Fine-tuning hyperparameters

For both stages of training, we rely on the
pre-trained BERT base uncased model available
through HuggingFace’s Transformers library (Wolf
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Private Test Public Test
Model Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Base 0,265 0,299 0,247 0,329 0,223 0,238
Two-Step Fine-tuning (TSF) 0,289 0,294 0,257 0,304 0,258 0,252
TSF + post-processing 0,348 0,302 0,292 0,330 0,246 0,257
TFS + Data Augmentation 10% 0,357 0,304 0,296 0,333 0,246 0,258
TFS + Data Augmentation 25% 0,361 0,305 0,299 0,331 0,239 0,255
TFS + Data Augmentation 40% 0,337 0,291 0,280 0,329 0,248 0,259
TSF all data 0,351 0,327 0,304 0,316 0,252 0,253
TFS all data + post-processing 0,393 0,310 0,316 0,344 0,237 0,256

Table 1: Summarization results as Precision, Recall and F1 score. On the left, the private test set held out from the
training corpus. On the right, the public test set from the shared task.

et al., 2020). As the model undergoes two fine-
tuning steps, the parameters differ between the first
step, which uses the NCBI and BC5CDR datasets
for biomedical NER, and the second step, which
trains with the MIMIC dataset.

Table 3 shows the hyperparameters used for
both finetuning steps. Due to the small size of
the MIMIC corpus, both the learning rate and the
number of epochs were increased, while weight
decay was decreased. All other hyperparameters
are left with the standard values provided by the
library.

5 Results

This section will discuss the main results from the
different experiments performed during this shared
task. Table 1 overviews the best-performing mod-
els. Results are computed over private text ex-
tracted from the provided MIMIC training data and
the public test set used on the CodaLab 2 compe-
tition. Metrics are reported using the ROUGE-L
metric (Lin, 2004) as precision, recall, and F1 score,
using the script provided by the organization.

We performed experiments on fine-tuning strate-
gies. Results show that the two-step fine-tuning ap-
proach (TSF) outperforms fine-tuning on all avail-
able data by more than 1% on private and public
test sets. This performance increment is even more
significant when the post-processing step is applied.
We observe a 4% F1 score improvement on the pri-
vate test set, much larger than the 0,05% observed
on the public test set. An explanation for this differ-
ence may be that the public test set is cleaner than
the provided training data. These steps are applied
to all our experiments.

2https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/12388results

Another critical factor in our experiments was
data scarcity. To mitigate it, we evaluated different
levels of data augmentation by randomly masking
different percentages of the input tokens. We ob-
serve slight improvements when adding more data
augmentation up to 40% of tokens. These results
are consistent for both private and public test sets,
being this the best model on the public test set and
our final submission to the competition.

Finally, once we had the final hyperparameters
for all models, we decided to run a final experiment,
including the development data for the training to
increase the amount of data available. Although
this configuration performed best on our private test
set, it yielded slightly worse results on the public
test set compared to the original model that used
less data.

Overall, these results showcase the importance
of fine-tuning domain-specific data and using data
augmentation to maximize the performance of our
systems.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the UPC submis-
sion to the BioNLP 2023 Problem List Summariza-
tion. Our results demonstrate that modeling this
task as a NER problem and combining pre-train
model fine-tuning and data augmentation is an ef-
fective approach to solving this task, even when
limited training data is available. Experimental
results show how these two techniques can outper-
form fine-tuning on additional out-of-domain data
or adding small amounts of domain data during
the fine-tuning process. In future work, we plan to
explore leveraging additional non-annotated data
from the biomedical domain.
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Limitations

During the manual labeling process of the notes,
we searched for keywords to select for the Named-
Entity-Recognition and compared them to those ap-
pearing on the summary. For the system to work ef-
fectively, the list of problems and diagnoses should
appear in its entirety in the original text columns.
However, this was not the case. Most of the exam-
ples had summaries with additional diagnoses and
problems with words that could not be extracted
from the original text. In addition to these cases,
having an inconsistent use of acronyms leads to
different versions of the same term in the original
text and the summary.

Finally, when comparing both lists of tokens, the
items found in both segments had a distinct order
of appearance, having examples score low for only
counting one of them as a match in Rouge-L, where
the list of words is the same but in a different order.

Ethics Statement

Any work on biomedical data presents a series of
ethical considerations. First, the data employed in-
cludes sensible data from actual patients and, there-
fore, a possible breach of their privacy. Thorough
corpus curation and deidentification are required
to ensure that no information could be related to
the patients. Secondly, decisions in the medical
domain may have consequences for the patient’s
health. Automating any task in this domain with-
out proper human supervision may lead to wrong
treatments or diagnoses and the associated risks to
those decisions.

In the particular case of problem list summariza-
tion, our proposed system only produces outputs
already present in the provided human-generated
data. Errors resulting from false diseases halluci-
nated by the model can be discarded. However,
errors due to missing or partially annotated entities
are likely, especially in cases with the provided
notes are not entirely consistent. For this reason,
this system should be employed under the supervi-
sion of a human expert in the medical field and not
as a standalone automatization tool.
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